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Abstract. X is a nonnegative random variable such that EX’ < ~fcrOLt<A<~.Thc(4.-t-)., 
quantile of the distribution of X is bounded above by [e-l EXt] ’ It I We show That there Iexist 
positive rl 2 ~2 such that for all 0 < E 5 ~1 the function g(t) = [e-l EXt] ‘It is log-convex in 
f ~3, c] and such that for all 0 < E L ~2 the function logglt) is nonincreasing in [ 0, (c] . 
1. troduction 
The property discussed in this paper was discovered in the course of 
an investigation of nume:rir:al metholds for the coml,putation of the distrk- 
bution of the busy period for queues of the h4 6G I ‘1 type. As is well- 
known, this distribution satisfies a nonlinear integral equation, common 
ly referred to as Takacs’ equation. In most cases, this equatioa lends it= 
self well to a numerical solution by successive substitutions, but this 
procedure requires the prior choice of a positive constant T, such that 
the probability assigned to the interval (T, -S) is smaller than a given 
positive quantity E. This led to the problem of findi;lg a good upper 
bound on the !( 1 -e)-quantile of the distribution of the busy period. In 
the interest of computatic nal efficiency, it was also very desirable that 
,this bound be simply relaled to known quantities. The latter considera- 
ed us to use the uppx bound on the (1 -+quantile induc 
‘s inequality, whlich is readily expressed in terms of the moments 
o:f the busy Iperiod. In an earlier plalper, Klimko and Neu.ts [ 2 ] have 
shown that moments of o r up to forty m 
y use of th.e functional p ation for the mo 
of the desire:d istributish. 
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The CO;ilpUted processing time 0 the iterative solution of Tal&s 
equation is quite sensitive to the value 0” I’, so that it becomes worth- 
while to attempt finding the tightest Ma,.:kov bound possible. As shown 
in this paper, the Markov bound is a logarithmically convex fu,lction of 
the orde-r of the moment used. In the practical problem, which moti- 
vakd thlz present paper, we encountereC. only cases #here the Markov 
bound actually reaches a strict minimum, typically at about order seven 
or eight. Since the computation of the moments of the busy period is 
recursi,ve, we can stop at the order for u hich the minimum is reached, 
knowing that we have obtained in this manner the best bound which 
Markov’s inei:jualiity can give. Although Markov’s inr:quality is quite 
crude, it pro%ed to be satisfactory for this applicatiin. The convexity 
property discussed here generalizes knolNn properties of the moments 
of a positive random variable and is of i;ldependent interest. 
2. 
Let X be a LIonnegative :landom variable such. that EXr < OQ for 
0 5 f g: X L =X Throughout this discussj,on, c’is a number such that 
0 c: c < X, and X is not identically zero. The classical Markov inequality 
states that for all a > 0, NIX 2 a} < a- ” EX, for 0 I t < A. The upper 
bound a-t IS? does not exceed a given tz > 0, provided a is not less thian 
[e--r EX’] l/C The object of this note is to examine the behavior of this; 
bound on the ( 1 -e)-quantille of the distribution F(o) of X as a function 
of the order t of the moment used. 
W’e shall consider the functions 
w = logg(0 = d- 1 [f(t) + 1cIgA ] ) 
where A is a positive constant. VVe reca’ B the well-known results that +C(i’) 
is a t:onvex function of k in (0, h) ;:nd that for A = 1, g(t) is nondtzreals- 
ing in (0, X) (see [ 1 ] ). urther;more, a fun&ion :is termed log-convex in 
an interval if and only if its logarithm is defined and convex: in thz-:- in- 
terval. 
!j 3. Main results 147 
. The function f(t) has cm tinuous derivatilyes of all orders in 
arty interval (0, c ] . 
ellin transform A? is strictly positive for 0 5 t < k and. 
may be written as 
where G(u) = 1 -.F(e-U 1~. Since this bilateral Laplace-Stieltjes tra;:sform 
converges for 0 C t < X., it is analytic, and hence continuously differen- 
tiable of all orders in (0, 61 (see [ 31). 
~.Yl~~~enm 1. For every c with 0 < c < X, there exist positive constants 
A 1 ,< A 2 such that g(t) is r!og-con!vex in [ 0. c] fw a/;1 A > A 1 and smk 
that, in addition, for all’ A 2 A 2 ,the function h(t) is nonincreasing in 
IO, cl. 
Proof. The first two derivatives of h(t) are given by 
h’(t)= t-*[tf’(t~-f(1.)-lo~A], 
(3 
h”(t) = t-3 [t? f’“(t, - 2tf’(t) + 2f(t) + 2 lrrgtl] 
= t-3[l+2ffi(t) - 2tVz’(t)]. 
We (define ,4, and A, by 
1.0;~~ A I = max [tf’(tb -f(t) ---+ t* f”(t)], 
(4) 
0 5. 1+ < I2 
HogA = om&mr [tf’(t) -f(t)] * 
- 22. 
Since f “( !)I 2 0, it follows that AI 5 A2 . Moreover, the derivative of 
t,f’( t) -f(t) is tf” (t), which is nonnegative ror <, t 5 C. It fo!! 
e dekvative of + W) - f(t) - i t2 f “(t) is ,;ive;n y --. 3 t2 f y t). so 
the value of Al may be determined by examination of the third deriva- 
tive off(t). Clearly for A 2 A, ) h(t) is convex, and for A 2 A,, h(t) is 
in addition nonincreasing, 
Remark. By replacing A by e-l , we immediately obtain t e appropriate 
staternent for the boun s induced by Markov’s inequality. The following 
weaker result can be proved without relying on differentiability proper- 
ties. 
Themem 2. Let k(t) be a bmnded po::itive, log-cowex function defined 
on the interval [ 0, c] 5 then there exists a positive constant A, such that 
jior al1 A 2 A,, &e function tit1 defil: ed 3y 
is log-convex 01’i [ 0, c] . 
Proof. Set log k(t) = f(t); then since f(t) is convex, there exist for emry 
l6,3 with 0 L t, < c a linear furiction c ( to) t + b( to) such that 
r: 7) a(tO)tO -I- h(to) = f(Q, 
VVe may add a constant log A to both sides of the inequalities in (7) and 
divide by t to obtain 
(8) a($) + t--l (b(t0) + logA’, c t--‘(f(t) + logA) = log[A k(t)]‘lt - 
for a.11 0 <Z t I c, with equality holc!ing for of = too Since the function f(t) 
is convex, the intercept b( to) of the: supporting line a&) t + b( to) is non- 
e chome A, such that logA, + b(c) 2 0; then for 
on a(to) + [lr(t,) + logA] t-l is convex in (0, c]. 
. (8) that for A 2: A, the function log[A k(t) J Ut has a 
:ctjons for all 0 e t :I c, an 
) is differentiable at t = c, 
Theorem 1. 
ates Theorem 2 is equal to A 2 dete 
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p) be a finite measure space md $4 a fiinction 
es not vanish a&most everywhere with m.pec t to 
CL Let k(t) be defi,rzed by 
Co 
fo,v 0 5 t I c, and assume that k(c) ,< w. it is then well-known that 
20s k(t) is convex ;in [ 0, c] . Theorem 2 implie; that for all A sufficiently 
large, log [Al/f iI $ tit] is convex in 1: 0, c] , where 11 $I II, &notes the usual 
L,-nom of $1. 
llary 2. Let S( Q, p), $ and k(t) be ded’ined as in Corollary 1 with 
log k(t). In addition, let k(t) be con t,inuousiy differm Gable for 
0 .: t 5 c. Then log [Al/r II a,b ii,] is convex and mmincreasinlp if and only 
if.2 2 A,, where .A, =I @f’(c) -f(c). 
efinition of A, and Co:rollaly 1 together yield Corollary 2. 
We need only observe that logAIIf II I) II, is nonincreasing if and only if 
d 
for all $ E [ 0, C] ; cf. eq. (3). 
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